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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN JOBS ACT — JOBS CREATION 

37. Ms S.E. WINTON to the Premier: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s commitment to supporting Western Australian workers and creating 
local jobs demonstrated by its Western Australian Jobs Act and ensuring that the Perth Stadium footbridge was 
built by proud Western Australian workers. Can the Premier outline to the house this government’s record so far 
in creating local jobs and is the minister aware of anyone who does not support local workers? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
I thank the member for Wanneroo for the question. 

It is true that we are absolutely committed to creating jobs in Western Australia. The figures handed down today 
by the Australian Bureau of Statistics demonstrate the fact that this government is getting on with the job of 
creating jobs and supporting the workforce in Western Australia. The figures that have come out today show that 
Western Australia has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the country. In seasonally adjusted terms, it is 
5.7 per cent. When we arrived in office, Western Australia had the worst unemployment rate in the country. Under 
the Liberal–National government, we had an unemployment figure of 6.4 per cent, which was worse than 
Tasmania’s. Since this government was elected, it has created 30 000 new jobs in Western Australia. We have the 
highest participation rate in Australia, and we have 9 000 fewer Western Australians underemployed, as they were 
when we arrived in office. We can see that business is responding well to the election of this government. But it 
is an interesting question, member for Wanneroo. It was very well drafted, I thought. The member asked me 
whether I am aware of anyone who does not support the local workforce. I am actually aware of someone who 
does not support the local workforce, and it is none other than the Leader of the Opposition. This is shocking! He 
had this to say in January and February this year about the Matagarup bridge over the Swan River to the Perth 
Stadium. Obviously, under the model of the former government, it was never going to be built. It was off in some 
shed in Malaysia. No-one could find it—a few pieces of metal lying there on the ground. Former Premier Colin 
Barnett said, “I had no idea where it was being built or where it was going to be built.” Remember—he said that 
cabinet was not even advised. So what did we do? We fixed the problem. We brought it back onshore and got one 
of our state’s best businesses, Civmec, to build the bridge. What is the response we get from the Leader of the 
Opposition? According to my notes, he said — 

I think we will find that the Government politicised the bridge for its own purposes, and so we got a delay 
… higher cost, and lower quality bridge. 

He also said, according to my notes, on 6PR on 22 January — 

What I can say is under a Liberal government, you would have the bridge finished at a lower price, at 
a better quality than it is now. 

One, we would never have had a bridge; there was no bridge. It was an imaginary, virtual bridge. Under the 
previous government’s model, people would have gone to walk over the bridge and would have fallen into the 
river. Under our model, we are getting a great bridge and it is much better quality than it would have been had it 
been built in Malaysia, as the Liberal government’s virtual bridge would have been. I find it absolutely appalling 
that all those workers down at Civmec, who are working around the clock to build this bridge, are being denigrated 
at every turn by the Liberal Party in Western Australia, which holds them in contempt. 
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